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2008), such as base isolation and the use of devices for

ABSTRACT

energy dissipation.
This paper develops a detailed study of the seismic

2.1 Energy Dissipation Systems

performance of a tall building when an energy dissipation
system is adopted. This dissipation solution consists on
several viscous dampers placed diagonally between all
structure’s floors.

The energy dissipation systems are devices specially
designed and tested to dissipate large quantities of
energy.

The main purpose of this paper is to test different ways
to distribute a set of dampers along the height of the
building, to improve the seismic response of the structure.
Keywords:

Energy

Dissipation

Systems,

Viscous

The most common energy dissipation systems are the
viscous ones (force proportional to the velocity of
deformation) and the hysteretic (force proportional to
displacement), however there are also the visco-elastic,
electro-inductive and by friction damping systems.

Dampers, Accelerogram, Tall Building

3. VISCOUS DAMPERS
1. INTRODUCTION
Viscous dampers devices consist of a cylinder
In

recent

years,

there

has

been

a

constant

containing a high viscosity fluid, as sketched in Figure 3.1

development of the technology for seismic protection, as is
the case of energy dissipation systems, resulting from the
need to design increasingly taller buildings located in high
seismicity areas, with the main goal being to improve the
seismic performance.
Several arrangements will be tested for the distribution
of the dampers in the studied building, trying to optimize
the overall characteristics of the used dampers, resulting
Figure 3.1 – Scheme of viscous damper (D. Lee, 2001).

in a better seismic performance of the structure.

This operation is simple: during an earthquake, the

2. SEISMIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS

force generated by the imposed acceleration is transmitted

There are several types of seismic protection that,
when included in a structure, improve the seismic behavior
(Guerreiro,

2008),

classified

as

active

or

passive

protection systems depending on whether or not it is
necessary to provide energy for its operation. The most
commonly used are the passive protection systems, due
to its simplicity and proven effectiveness (Guerreiro,
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to

the

damper,

which

regulates

the

passage

of

compressed fluid through small holes. The seismic energy
is dissipated, as fast as the liquid flows through the holes.
The force generated in each viscous damper is
characterized by the following constitutive expression:
(3.1)
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So, at the same time, the optimization process

– force in the damper;

minimizes the damper’s cost and maximizes the benefits

V – relative velocity between the ends of the damper;

for the structure’s performance.

– damping coefficient depending on the diameter and

3.2 Analysis Method

area of the holes;
– characteristic value of the fluid viscosity. The value of
can vary between 0.1 and 1.8 (Guerreiro, 2006).
To optimize the results, one should use a value of
equal to 0.1. The used value of C depends on the amount
of energy that will be dissipated, ensuring a good

The main features of viscous dampers are presented:


High damping coefficients;



No need to high maintenance (Alga);



The lifetime of the viscous dampers is on average

installed (Taylor, Devices);
dampers

application,

are

without

extremely

building’s structure remains in the linear regime.
The viscous dampers are modeled as a Maxwell

with a nonlinear spring (CSI).

Figure 3.2 – Viscous Damper modeled as a Maxwell element [adapted (CSI)].

higher than the lifetime of the building where they are

The

analysis of the studied situations always considers that the

element, Figure 3.2, which is a nonlinear damper in series

performance of the analysed structure.



It should be performed nonlinear dynamics analysis, to
validate the solution and the method under study. The

The design parameters for this model of viscous
dampers are: K (spring stiffness), C (damping coefficient)
and

versatile

compromising

the

for

(characteristic of fluid).

any

building’s

4. SEISMIC ACTION

architecture.


These devices allow a reduction of the stresses and

The seismic action was modeled by a temporal

deformation of a structure, reducing the damages in

representation of a series of accelerations, which allow a

the structural and non-structural elements during

nonlinear dynamic analysis. This analysis becomes ever

seismic action (Taylor, et al.). Experience shows that

more common due to the development of the means of

this dissipation system can decrease about 50% of the

calculation. For this study it was used a set of 10 recorded

accelerations

accelerograms.

and

displacements

between

floors

(Constantinou, 1992) (Hussain, et al.).

5. PRELIMINARY STUDY
3.1 Cost
The use of damping techniques assumes a significant
importance, especially for tall buildings. This method turns
out to be more economical than increasing the structural
rigidity (The Arup Journal, 2008). Despite being an
additional cost, in the long-term, it is justified to use

The purpose of this topic is to study the dissipation
system design and their characteristics, when applied to a
structural model, to ensure their satisfactory performance
against seismic action.

5.1 Description of the Structure

viscous dampers for structural protection (Myamoto, et al.,
It is chosen a three-story structure to test the effects of

1998).
There is not much information on the dampers price.

the viscous dampers, Figure 5.1.

However, the cost increases with the force that is installed,
because larger devices are required. In this paper, as the
force associated with each damper varies linearly with the
damping coefficient, it is assumed that the value of C is a
good measure of the cost of the dampers.

Figure 5.1 – Three-story structure.
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The dissipation of seismic energy using these devices

Finally, the values of C are defined, to obtain results

essentially reduces the accelerations imposed on the

close to 50% of the original values of the relative

structure, which implies a reduction of the displacement

displacements between floors and base shear of the

and base shear force.

structure.

The structural model was subjected to a base

With this optimization, it is intended to determine which

excitation produced by only one accelerogram in order to

values provide better results, and the influence of these

determine the results of the

parameters on the performance of the viscous dampers in

seismic

in

the structure in study are interpreted. The results of this

any

analysis (displacement and force) are shown in Figure 5.4.

action

structure

influence

without

dissipation.
As expected, the structure
shows displacements typical of
a frame model as shown in
Figure 5.2.
The base shear force of

Figure 5.2 – Absolute
Displacements

structure was registered at a
baseline of 480.1kN.
For a dynamic analysis there were obtained two values
(positive and negative) and in this study was always
considered the absolute maximum value. For the design
purpose, it was considered that the relative displacements

Figure 5.4 – Maximum relative displacement of the three floors and base shear
force of structure according to the value of C used in the dampers

are the difference between the absolute maximum
Based on the graph, it can be drawn the following

displacements between floors.

conclusions:

5.2 Design of the Viscous Dampers

- The relation between value of C and the value of
displacements is very similar to the relation between C

The viscous dampers were

and the value of the base shear of the structure. In all

placed diagonally between floors,

cases, the both values decrease with an increasingly

Figure 5.3.

higher energy dissipation capacity of the damper.

It was necessary to define a

However, for high values of C, the results do not suffer

satisfactory level of stresses and
displacements

significant reductions, so it demonstrates the existence of

reduction,

a maximum dissipation value to apply to the structure.

because in theory for a more
sophisticated

damper,

- The aimed reduction of 50% of the relative

better

results are obtained. So the goal

Figure 5.3 – Placement of
dampers

of this study is to reduce 50% the values of maximum
relative displacements between floors and base shear
force of structure.
In the design of these devices, the parameters K, α
and C, must be defined.

displacements and base shear occurs for similar C values.
Since the goal is to optimize the results using a lower
value of C, for an overall analysis of the graph, it is
decided to use an intermediate value of C=55 as the
optimal value for this parameter.

5.3 Optimization of the Distribution of

For a better optimization of the results, it was chosen

Viscous Dampers

an α parameter of 0.1. The value of K, corresponding to
the spring stiffness must be a high value, however, this

Other distribution settings of the dampers were studied

value should not be too high, or it will cause convergence

in order to improve the overall performance of the frame,

numerical problems. In this case, a value of K=1.000.000,

changing the value of the C on each floor.

was adopted.
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The total capacity of structure dissipation, expressed in
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6. CASE STUDY

terms of the sum of C, remains constant. So, it is intended
to find the most effective seismic protection for the

After having performed the preliminary study of the

structure, at the same cost and with the same level of

performance of viscous dampers in a frame structure, in

energy dissipation.

this section the same energy dissipation system is applied

There were studied two new distributions of dampers,

in a real concrete building, which is tested for various

which will be compared with the uniform solution in height:

distributions of viscous dampers, trying to optimize the

- Triangular Distribution: The distribution of energy
dissipation capacity is inversely related to the evolution of

overall characteristics of the used system.
To validate the studied solution, nonlinear dynamics
analysis must be performed, with a model of the real

the relative displacements in height.
- Inverted Triangular Distribution: As the name

dissipation

systems.

In

this

analysis

it

is

always

considered that the building structure remains in the linear

indicates, the distribution is the inverse of the above.

regime.
5.3.1

Comparison Results

To allow a better interpretation of the results,
Figure 5.5 and Table 5.1, present the results of the
structure without any dissipation of energy and the values

6.1 Structure Description
In this study a tall building with 28 floors was used, and
it is shown in Figure 6.1.

which are pretended to be achieved, corresponding to
50% of the original values of the displacements and base

1

shear.

2

Figure 6.1 – Three-dimensional structure model in SAP2000 and floor plant in
height.

The building structure is nearly symmetrical along the
largest dimension on plant, the walls are in the outer
Figure 5.5 – Absolute displacements and relative displacements of the structure
with different distributions of dampers in height.

perimeter and the nucleus is in the center of the structure,
causing the center of stiffness to almost coincide with the

Table 5.1 – Base shear of the structure with different distributions of dampers in
height.

Solution

Original

50% Original

Uniform

Triangular

Inverted
Triangular

Force (kN)

480.1

240.0

261.0

291.8

241.8

Based on the results presented above it can be
observed that the reverse triangular distribution of the
dampers

is

the

most

effective

in

reducing

the

displacements and the base shear, it appears to reduce
the displacements by more than 50% and close to 50% in
base shear, while the

center of mass, while it is giving a considerable stiffness to
the structure in the two horizontal directions.

6.2 Modal Analysis of the Structure
In tall structures, like this building, the frequency value
tends to be lower, due to higher flexibility of the structure.
The frequency for the first mode is 0,36Hz, which is
characterized by a translation in the Y direction. There is
also a significant contribution of rotation around the
Z direction, which causes a twist in the structure. This

So, it can be concluded that it is possible to optimize
the results, displacements and base shear, with a
distribution of energy dissipation capacity following the
evolution of displacements in height.
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feature strongly conditions the structure response because
the first mode of vibration has an important component of
rotation associated with translation.
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The second mode of vibration of the structure is

in structure with wall behavior, with relative displacements

presented as a twist and the third mode is characterized

more significant on the upper floors, as shown in

by an almost pure translation in the second X direction.

Figure 6.2.

6.3 Seismic Response of the Model without
Energy Dissipation

6.4 Design of Viscous Dampers
To start, the dampers are distributed uniformly along

This time the study was carried out for 10 different

the height of the building, diagonally between two

accelerograms, evaluating the average of their results,

consecutive floors. The direction where the dampers are

and this way the analysis is more rigorous in interpretation

installed corresponds to the direction with the largest

of the general behavior of the structure.

displacement (Y). So, there were placed 28 viscous

These accelerograms were defined in two independent
horizontal directions with a 100% mass participation in

dampers on the building, 14 on each side, as show in
Figure 6.3.

each direction.
6.3.1

A damper that coincides

Base Shear Force

with the wall in the

Table 6.1 presents the respective values at maximum

diagonal in each two floors

base shear force in two directions (X and Y) for each
direction of the seismic action.
Table 6.1 – Base shear force on the structure in study due the seismic action.

6.3.2

Direction

Fb,x (kN)

Fb,y (kN)

X

67730.9

48427.3

Y

48427.3

58313.7

Figure 6.3 - Simplified structure with the location of dampers in height.

For design parameters, the constant K and exponent α

Displacements

remain with the same values of 1000000 and 0.1. The

In order to analyse the evolution of the displacements
in height, there were chosen two points located at
opposite ends of the building. These two points were
chosen because the structure under seismic action
presents a significant rotation around the Z direction, and
as consequence, the displacements are not equal in these

value of C was obtained again by an iterative process.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the dampers, an
achievable goal of a reduction of about 50% at
displacements of each floor is defined, as well as the base
shear force on the structure.
Similarly to the previous chapter, the influence of the
structure’s response with an increasingly higher value of C

points.

was studied and it was decided to choose the value of
C=4000 as the ideal value of dissipation.

6.5 Uniform Height Distribution of the
Dampers (Test 0)
The study began with the evaluation of the distribution
efficiency of the viscous dampers, with the same damping
coefficient (C=4000) in all the height.
6.5.1
Figure 6.2 – Absolute Displacements in height, based on the average response
seismic accelerograms in the direction x and y, to the two points of the structure.

Base Shear Force

Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 present the results for the
base shear force obtained for this analysis. The uniform

Contrary to what happens in the frame in the previous
chapter, this building presents typical displacements found
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distribution in height allowed a reduction of the base shear
close to 50% in the opposite direction to the seismic
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action. However, this does not happen for the base shear

predictable because the devices were placed in this

in the same direction of the seismic action.

direction.
The displacements in the X direction have a different

Table 6.2 – Base shear force of structure in the direction of seismic action.

Direction of

Fb,i kN),

Fb,i (kN),

seismic action (i)

Reduction

behavior for each direction of the seismic action. For the

(%)

X direction, the absolute displacements remain almost the

X

67730.9

66203.7

2.25

same. On the other hand, for the Y seismic action

Y

58313.7

40592.3

30.39

direction, the displacements reach the reduction of
approximately 50%.

Table 6.3 – Base shear force of structure in the opposite direction of the seismic
action.

Direction of

Fb,j (kN),

Fb,j (kN),

seismic action (i)

6.5.2

Reduction

displacements in height, which is justified by the

(%)

X

48427.3

24713.8

48.97

Y

48427.3

29727.2

38.61

In addition, there is a slight uniformity in the relative

introduction of energy dissipation in the structure.
Table 6.4 presents a summary table of the main
conclusions of the structure’s performance with a uniform
distribution based on the last two subchapters.

Displacements

According to Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 it was possible
to assess the evolution of the displacements at the point 1
of structure. The conclusions to be draw from this analysis

Table 6.4 – Summary table of analysis of the structure response with a uniform
distribution of dampers in height.

Seismic
Action

Level Reduction
Slight reduction (5%) for low values of C. The force

for point 2 are very similar.

Fx

exceeds the initial value for high values of C.

Fy

Reduction by 60%

∆x

displacements exceed the initial values for high values

∆y

Reduction by 90%

Slight reduction (10%) for low values of C. The

X

of C.

Fx

Reduction by 70%
Slight reduction (30%) for low values of C. The force

Y

Figure 6.4 – Absolute and relative displacements of the structure with and
without energy dissipation, recorded in point 1 for seismic action in X direction.

Fy

approaches the initial value for high values of C.

∆x

Reduction by 70%

∆y

Reduction by 80%

Generally it was confirmed that it is possible to improve
the seismic performance of a structure by using a system
of energy dissipation, reducing plus 50% the base shear
force and the displacement of the structure.
However, by examining Table 6.4, it was observed
that in some specific cases, identified in bold, as the base
shear force and the displacements in the X direction, to
seismic action in the same direction, and the base shear
force in the Y direction to seismic action in the Y direction,
the application of the viscous dampers in the structure
does not result in significant improvement in its behavior.

Figure 6.5 – Absolute and relative displacements of the structure with and
without energy dissipation, recorded in point 1 for seismic action in Y direction.

With

this

analysis,

the

biggest

reductions

of

displacements happened in the Y direction, passing in
both directions the 50% of the original values. This is

There have been only a slight decrease to low values of C,
but for higher values, the results of the seismic response
of the structure supplant the results recorded in the same
structure without any dissipation system.
The reason for this behavior could be related to the
fact that the ensured damping by the dissipation system,
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as used in this model with the dissipation in only one

displacements at the upper floors, compared to the

direction, lead to a situation in which the damping can not

original disposition (test 0).

be considered as proportional to the mass or stiffness.

The distribution of energy dissipation devices can be

Thus the modes of vibration will be complex vibration

optimized in order to improve the structure’s seismic

modes, situation that is not included in the calculation

performance, not only in terms of reducing the absolute

software used.

displacements, but primarily in the relative displacements
between floors, because these are values that are

6.6 Optimization of the Distribution of

important in the analysis of the damages on non-structural

Dampers in Height

elements.

The total capacity of dissipation of the structure is
expressed in terms of the sum of the C values used, it will
remain constant (ΣC = 4000x14floors = 56000) in each
side of the building, in order to be able to compare the

So, for a better evaluation of the test which causes a
better performance due to the seismic action, the
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 present below graphs with the
evolution of the relative displacements at each floor. For
an easier interpretation of the results, it is presented an

effectiveness of different solutions tested.
In the study of the frame structure, it was conclude that
the distribution of the dampers capacity in height should

expansion of the upper floors, which the displacements
are higher.

follow the evolution of the displacements observed in this
structure.
Therefore, two tests were performed to evaluate the
distribution of the parameter C, proportional to the
distribution of relative displacements and the axial forces
in the dampers on height, in order to obtain better results.
It was considered that these displacements correspond
to the relative displacements between floors which
accommodate the ends of the dissipation devices in the
direction where they are applied.

Figure 6.6 – Relative displacements along the height of structure to seismic
action in the X direction, for several studies.

So it was adopted based on the displacement and the
forces observed in the alignment of the dampers that
present a greater variation in height, because it is
expected that the overall performance of the structure
improves for an increased ability to dissipate in height,
since the displacements are higher on the top floors.
It should be mentioned that the values used for the
displacements and forces in height are the maximums
obtained in the uniform distribution of dampers (test 0).
Based on these values, equivalent parameters C to be
applied in test 1 and 2 were obtained, respectively to the
test according with the displacements and forces.
6.6.1

Figure 6.7 – Relative displacements along the height of structure to seismic
action in the Y direction, for several studies.

It was observed that in test 1, corresponding to the
distribution of relative displacements, a greater reduction
of displacements on the top floors occurs, compared with

Analysis of the Displacements

test 2, corresponding to the distribution of axial forces on
Initially for the various tests, the evolution of absolute
displacements in section 1 of the structure along its height
was evaluated for each direction of seismic action. In
general, the overall behavior of the structure remained
unchanged,

but

it

showed

a

small

reduction

in
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the dampers.
This behavior can be explained by the fact that the
distribution of the second test is identical to the uniform
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distribution, with little height variation of the dissipation
capacity.
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By analysing the figure, it
was

observed

that

the

The goal of improving the seismic performance is to

optimal solution coincides

reduce the global displacements in the structure, being

with a linear increase in the

more significant on the upper floors, due to higher

first 20 floors of damping

displacements.

coefficient. The exception

Test 1 presents a smaller displacement, especially at

happens on the first floor for

the upper floors, but it also shows a greater homogeneity

control of the base shear

of the relative displacements in height (the curve

force on the structure. In the

approaches the vertical), obtaining a more regular

last floors, it was noted an

behavior of the building.

exponential increase of the capacity of dampers used,

This phenomenon is explained by the redistribution of
the value of the C parameter in height depending on the

which

is

justified

by

Figure 6.9 – Evolution of
damping coefficient in height.

the

significant

increase

the

of

displacements.

relative displacements and because the distribution of the
test has a greater variation of capacity of the viscous

6.7 Study of Dampers in the Opposite
Direction (X Direction)

dampers in the height, where the upper floors have more
powerful dampers.
6.6.2

After having been done the previous study, it was
tested another form of installation of dampers. These were

Analysis of the Base Shear Force

placed along the largest dimension in plant of the building,
In general, the forces at the base of structure, in
Figure 6.8, remain nearly identical for the different studied
tests for each direction of the seismic action, however

as shown in Figure 6.10, with the purpose of studying the
influence of the location of the viscous dampers in plant in
the seismic performance of the structure.

there is a slight reduction compared to the original test
(test 0).

Figure 6.10 – Location of dampers in the plant structure.

To compare the efficiency of the performance of each
different location was used the same distribution on the
damping coefficient to the test 0 and test 1, because the
last one was the optimal solution given in the previous
study. For the tests referred to this new study, the results

Figure 6.8 – Base shear force for the different tests studied.

As had happened by the analysis of displacements,
there are better results with the new tests studied, and the

are given by test 3 and test 4, respectively.
In the following figures these results are compared with
the same results previously registered for the previous

distribution of test 1 is also a more effective.
However it does not happen for the base shear force
in X direction to the X direction of seismic action. This

study.
6.7.1

Displacements Analysis

behavior shows that regardless of the arrangement used,
it is not possible to reduce this parameter due of the

To analyse the results in an easier way, the
displacements corresponding to the structure without any

complex modes of vibration.
In conclusion, it is presented in Figure 6.9, the
evolution of the damping coefficient that means the energy

dissipation are also presented.
By the analysis of the charts, in Figure 6.11 and
Figure 6.12, it was observed that the dissipation system

dissipation corresponding to test 1.
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ensured a better seismic performance in the direction
where the dampers are installed.

Figure 6.13 – Comparison of basal shear force between the tests related to the
disposition of dampers in two different directions (X and Y).
Figure 6.11 – Comparison of absolute displacements, to the seismic direction X,
between the tests related to the disposition of dampers in two different directions
(X and Y).

The base shear force suffers a greater reduction in the
direction coincident with the direction of application of the
energy dissipation systems.
Generally, the conclusions that have been taken by the
analysis of the displacements are identical to this analysis.

7. CONCLUSIONS
For this type of structures, it was proved that the use of
viscous dampers ensures an effective displacements and
base shear force control, generally, achieving reductions
between 60% to 90%. Thus, it was shown that there is a
Figure 6.12 – Comparison of absolute displacements, to the seismic direction Y,
between the tests related to the disposition of dampers in two different directions
(X and Y).

maximum level to be applied to the structure, from which
no significant reduction in results is observed.

Tests in which the dampers are arranged in the Y

This study also demonstrated that the introduction of

direction showed a problem of complex vibration modes

energy dissipation in buildings results in a greater

for the displacements in the X direction, with the seismic

homogeneity of the relative displacements in height, in

action in the same direction. Likewise, it might seem that,

order to get a more regular behavior of the building.

for this new arrangement, the displacements in the Y

The dynamic response of the structure in study was

direction due to seismic action in the same direction could

not expected for some cases, being observed that the

show the same problem. However this does not happen,

increase of the dissipation capacity provided worse

because the action in X direction does not affect much the

results, in sporadic cases, than those who were observed

movement along Y.

without dampers.

However, once the initial goal is to reduce globally the

In order to optimize the solution, by maximizing the

relative displacements of the structure, and since the

seismic performance of the structure, it was concluded

displacements in Y direction are bigger, it was found that

that the distribution of energy dissipation along the

the best solution is to install the viscous dampers in the

building should be in accordance to the evolution of

smaller dimension of the building.

displacements in height. More powerful dampers should

6.7.2

be condensed where the displacements are higher,

Analysis of the Base Shear Force

reducing at the same time, the displacements and the
Figure 6.13 shows the base shear force in each
direction for each direction of the seismic action.

base shear force.
For the building case study, which shows wall-type
displacements, the optimal solution for energy dissipation
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involves the placement of viscous dampers with higher

complex building’s response during a seismic event,

values of C on the upper floors, since this is where the

Modern Steel Construction.

displacements are higher.

Taylor, D., & Duflot, P. (s.d.). Fluid Viscous dampers

This analysis is valid for both directions, independent

used for seismic energy dissipation in structures.

of the seismic action direction, however, there is a smaller

Taylor, Devices. (s.d.). Dampers that offer Highest

decrease in the results in the X direction. This behavior is

Earthquake Protection. Obtido em 1 de Agosto de 2011,

justified mainly by the fact that the dampers are placed on

de

the building in the Y direction.

03DampersthatofferHighestEarthquakeProtection.pdf

In general, the conclusions taken by the displacements
analysis are identical to those observed by the analysis of

The Arup Journal. (Abril de 2008). Damped outriggers
for tall buildings.

the base shear force, verifying that the dissipation system
ensures a better seismic performance in the direction
where the dampers are installed, as would be expected.
For the building in study, as the initial goal is to reduce
the relative displacements of the global structure, and
since the displacements in the Y direction are higher, it
was found that the best solution is to place the dampers in
the smaller direction of the building.
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